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_____> Press PgDn and PgUp keys to read and Alt-Z to return <___Page #
   JDW Production - 'Programming and improvement meet here'

"A winner never quits and a quiter never wins..."-Unknown
"It ain't perfect, but I'm not done yet!!!"-me

This help file is brief, but I have made the assumption that you have
read the on disk documentation accompaning 123 Shell and know how
to use Lotus 1-2-3 menus and understand basic operation of your PC.

THIS IS NOT PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE! It isn't FREEWARE(tm) either because
thats already a trademark.  I like to call it TRYWARE.  You try it before
you have to buy it.  You pay for programming not awkward copy protection
schemes or TV spots and magazine ADs.  You are granted a limited license
to use this program (in the DOCs).  Read the DOCs carefully before using
the program or you might be sorry, as they do contain very important
information you should be aware of.

THIS program may be distributed ONLY in its unmodified and unabridged
and in its complete form with its accompanying files, see 123SHELL.TXT.

Donations (suggested $10) /Questions/Ideas etc. should be sent to:

E-Mail can be addressed to Joseph Wong on Aircomm RBBS-PC

Constructive criticism of the program or feedback is more than
welcome.  Take care, and enjoy the program...

Function Key List:
F1 - Lotus Help
F2 - Edit mode toggle
F5 - GOTO (cell)/(range name)

Hold down the gray key labeled Alt...then hit:
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A

GENERATING ASCII:  Alt-G (pre-def macros), always use a 3-digit decimal
number  (sorry no hex).  I.E.  Range name? 007 for chr$(7)...easy?

RETURNING TO SHELL: Consider if you want your work saved or not before
attempting to return...

SAVING:  If creating a new worksheet with the pre-defined stuff... Don't
use Alt-S...that's gooney...you have to use the regular file save 1st!
That's just so 1-2-3 knows what filename you want to use.  If you
goof-up, it just means MACRO.WKS is modified and that means when you
to create another worksheet, have fun?!?
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P.O. Box 1475
Lafayette, Ca. 94549

and checks should be made out to Joseph Wong.

Keys to remember

F9 - Recalculate
ESC - step back
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To access the main menu G
To get a "pop" calculator D
Appointment subsystem

Pre-defined Macros
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[1] {esc}/FRauto123~

{esc}/PPAG{esc}{esc}

[2]

(415)-689-2090

..more..
[3]

CTRL-BREAK - get out of
a macro
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Graphic example
Diary subsystem

..more..
[4]
<last>
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